A general formula is developed to consistently choose the gauge conditions by which the required number of descendant constraints is obtained through the algorithm for their stationar· ity and all first class constraints are converted to the second class ones. The gauge functions in the total HamiltOIi.ian of the system are determined at the final step after repeating, the same times as the number of secondary first class constraints, the algorithm with respect to the stationarity of the gauge constraints. The existence of such gauge constraints is really proved. The formulations are carried out not only in the phase space but also in the velocity phase space. Several examples are presented to illustrate the general formula. § 1. Introduction
In order to quantize a dynamical system with gauge degrees of freedom, gauge fixing conditions must be imposed. We can arbitrarily choose the independent gauge conditions as many as the gauge degrees of freedom. When secondary first class constraints (FCC's), however, appear, we must be elaborate in the choice of gauge conditions.
In previous papers,I)-3) we showed the following. In the Dirac formalism for singular Lagrangian systems, secondary FCC's do not necessarily give gauge degrees of freedom, but only intrinsic FCC's are associated with gauge degrees of freedom. Hence the number of arbitrarily chosen gauge constraints should be the same as that of the intrinsic FCC's.I).2) In view of this fact, we discussed how to obtain consistent gauge conditions in the case where non-intrinsic FCC's exist. 3 ) If we want to quantize the system in the phase space (PS) by means of Dirac bracket method,4) all FCC's must be turned out into second class constraints (SCC's) by imposing gauge constraints and physical variables should be picked up. One of the authors (T.K.) discussed these problems. S ) Since the number of gauge constraints which can be arbitrarily chosen is not more than that of the intrinsic FCC's, the non-intrinsic FCC's usually remain intact as FCC's. Then quantization cannot be carried out as far as they are left intact (without resorting to unphysical state vectors in the Hilbert space).
In order to convert the non-intrinsic FCC's into SCC's consistently, we proposed two methods in Ref. 3) : One is to employ, on the constraint sub-manifold, stationary constraints in addition to gauge conditions. Such stationary constraints are essentially equivalent to first integrals of equations of motion of the system, so that they are not external constraints. Alternative method is to choose gauge conditions such that gauge functions v in the total Hamiltonian of the system are fixed by repeating many times the algorithm with respect to stationarity of the gauge conditions. We gave their simple examples in Ref.
3). Burnel 6 ) also investigated the problem on the choice of gauge conditions for particular Lagrangians, though his aim is different from ours.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a general formula to consistently choose the gauge conditions by which all FCC's turn out to be SCC. We shall first obtain the conditions which the gauge constraints should satisfy in order to yield the required number of descendant constraints through the algorithm for their stationarity and to convert all FCC's into SCC's with the help of the constraints. We make the formulation in the PS in § 2 and next in the velocity phase space (VPS) in § 3. Finally the existence of such gauge constraints will be proved in § 4. In § 5 some examples will be presented. § 2. Choice of gauge constraints
We obtain in this section the conditions imposed on the gauge constraints in order to convert simultaneously all the intrinsic and non-intrinsic FCC's into SCC's in the PS.
It may be allowed in the discussion to take a dynamical model with only FCC's without loss of generality, since all SCC's can be eliminated by means of restricting the system on sub-PS reduced by the SCC's. We denote the intrinsic FCC's by rJJA (q, p) 
Proof It follows from Eqs. (2'7), (2·9b) and the Jacobi identity that
Since {(/), TJf m-l }IMm vanishes owing to Eqs. (2· ga), it can be expressed in terms of a linear combination of (/), X and TJf. {x\  and by repeating the same manipulation,
Thus all (/), X and TJf have become SC. All Poisson brackets of TJf k other than Eqs. (2·9) and (2·13) may be arbitrary.
It is easy to see
Equations (2 ·13 where independent variables are qi and e =-rj i. For this purpose, it is convenient to represent Poisson brackets with the help of Hamilton vector fields. The generator X * of evolution of the system is expressed by the Hamilton vector field for H T :
The Hamilton vector fields for (JJA and XA k are also given by, respectively,
We denote the corresponding vector fields in the VPS by X, YA and WA\ respectively. Then X is given byl),2)
where TJ i are defined by with WA°=-YA. It should be noticed that ZA* (the transforms of ZA into the PS) are null operators because (3'5) owing to Eqs. (2·1).
There appear in the VPS no constraints which correspond to the primary ones (JJA in the PS. The (secondary) constraints in the VPS are given by (3'6) and (3·7) with
XxA'A=O mod(x).
(3·8)
Equations (3·7) (l<m)
Equations (3-11) can be derived from ZA 1J!KIMm=O (K=O~ m) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) owing to Eqs. (3) (4) and (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . N ow it is easy to translate Theorem I in § 2 into the VPS. THEOREM 1'. If an initial gauge constraint 1J!0(q,~) and its descendant constraints 1J! k satisfy the conditions (3 -10) and
the gauge is fixed and all FCC's can be eliminated consistently. where a set of constraints
is locally equivalent to the set of XK~O .
(4-1b)
The total Hamiltonian can be expressed as It should be noticed that fj is independent of QO, ... , Qm, and K of QO, ... , Qm-I.
The expression of 1Jf ° satisfying the conditions of Theorem I or II is not unique. One of the choices of 1Jf ° is 1JfO= Qm .
(4-7)
Proof Obviously 1Jf o = Qm is in involution with {Po, ... , Pm-I} and The total Hamiltonian is given by 1..
HT=Tg"PiPi+q Pl+q P2+ V q +vpo, (5, 4) where gii=Oii-ooiO/. Two secondary constraints emerge from Eqs. (5'3) and (5·4):
which are of Fe. Putting (5'6) as the gauge constraint, we obtain (5, 7) and v=o. Obviously all (/J, x's and T[f's turn out to be of SC. In the Dirac bracket method, every physical quantity f( q, p) should be replaced b y 5), 8) where () 
This is the case R = nand mA = 1.
For the Yang-Mills field, Burnel precisely investigated the choice of gauge constraints in the PS. So we refer the reader to his work. 6) It will be worthwhile adding a comment on the problem in the VPS. 
